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ACT I
Scene 1

     INT. DAY. DRAMA ROOM - COLD OPEN

          The class is sitting on the drama room carpet, while KELLY
          stands over them, speaking.

                              KELLY
                    Okay, so who here likes... cats?

          PAUL looks visibly disgusted. A lot of people put their
          hands up including WILL.

                              KELLY
                    Okay... who here likes... snakes?

          PAUL puts up his hand joyfully, others put up their hands
          less enthusiastically. KELLY nods, turning to PAUL.

                              KELLY
                    Interesting shift... Paul, why do
                    you like snakes so much?

                              PAUL
                    *Snakes* eat cats.

          Roll opening credits.

Scene 2
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM - "PLEASE DRESS RESPONSIBLY PSA"

          Text on screen reads "Project 1: The PSA"

          PAUL, KAITLYN and DUANE are filming their PSA, on
          spontaneous combustion. DUANE is behind the camera, while
          PAUL and KAITLYN walk in. KAITLYN is wearing a T-shirt,
          while PAUL is wearing several thick layers of clothing.

                              PAUL
                    Man, Kaitlyn, it sure is hot in
                    here.

                              KAITLYN
                    Maybe if you took off some layers,
                    Paul... I hear that eighty three
                    percent of spontaneous combustions
                    happen due to too many clothes.

                              PAUL
                         (dismissive, too cool to care)
                    No... come on... that won't happen
                    to me.

          PAUL suddenly screams and starts squirming, and we fade to a
          shot of the projector screen, where the completed PSA is
          being screened. PAUL is on screen, in the shot shown before,
          on fire. The screen pauses and fades to black and white and
          then black as we see the slogan - "This Could Be You -
          Please Dress Responsibly"

          The class applauds. PAUL, KAITLYN and DUANE stand up and
          bow. NAGANO is laughing hysterically, and applauds and
          stands at the front of the class. WILL applauds
          sarcastically and puts up his hand.

                              WILL
                    K. First of all, other than the
                    drummer in Spinal Tap, I haven't
                    heard of anyone dying from that.
                    Second, I think *Peyton* could make
                    a better movie than that.

          WILL points to PEYTON and the camera pans to her. She is
          jumping in a circle whilst wearing a Pook Toque and teddy
          bear slippers, and giggling.

          Pan to DUANE who looks angry, and stares directly at WILL.
          The camera pans to see WILL staring back at DUANE.

                              DUANE
                    Okay, let's see you do it then,
                    Will.

                              WILL
                    Fine, neck-meat. It's on.

          Quick cut.

Scene 3
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM - MONOLOGUES

          Text on screen reads "Project 2: The Monologue"

          The screen changes quickly to DUANE'S chin with eyes and a
          hat.

                              DUANE
                         (as George Washing-chin)
                    ...so prepare to get your guts
                    smashed by AWESOME TOWN!

          DUANE'S monologue ends and we hear Hail to the Chief sung by
          three people. Everybody seated around the room claps except
          WILL, who puts up his hand.

                              WILL
                    K. First of all, I don't think
                    George Washington was a chin.
                    Second, that was just stupid.

                              DUANE
                    I never said he *was* a chin, I
                    just was *using* a chin to portray
                    him. It's called a *metaphor*,



                    Will.

                              WILL
                    No, it's called crap.

          WILL reaches into his bag and grabs his monologue.

                              WILL
                    *This*, olive loaf, is a monologue.

          WILL holds up a disc, and places it in the DVD player. Quick
          cut to the end of the monologue.

          On-screen, WILL is wearing a blonde wig, lipstick and red
          glasses.

                              WILL
                    ...then by definition, there had to
                    be a conspiracy.

          We see files thrown to the table, and hear a gunshot and the
          screen goes black. Everyone claps except for DUANE, who
          stays sitting down and claps sarcastically. This is the same
          shot and angle from after DUANE'S PSA. He looks
          threateningly at WILL.

          Quick cut.

Scene 4          
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM - TEA

          Text on screen reads "Project 3: The Documentary"

          The completed documentaries are being shown on the projector
          in NAGANO'S room. WILL stands up with his documentary's
          case. We see the case. The movie is called "Tea."

                              WILL
                    K. So, my documentary's about tea,
                    and how it tastes, and what the
                    best kind is and everything...

          DUANE stands up, and walks in front of WILL.

                              DUANE
                    *My* documentary is about *louder*
                    tea, and how it affected British
                    society in the 1900's.

          Quick cut to:

Scene 5
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM - PROMOTIONAL VIDEOS

          Text on screen reads: "Project 4: The Commercial"

          DUANE is standing at NAGANO's desk, handing him a DVD.

                              DUANE
                    So, I decided to do a commercial on
                    Soap on a Rope... I used one of the
                    Ogilvy marketing techniques to sell
                    soap to baby boomers in Australia.

          WILL walks by with a disc, looking smug. He casually turns
          and tosses the disc onto NAGANO's desk.

                              WILL
                    *My* commercial is for Soap on a
                    Volkswagen Touareg. I used *all* of
                    the Ogilvy marketing techniques to
                    sell soap to *all* target markets
                    at the same time, as both a
                    cleaning product *and* a mid-sized
                    sport utility vehicle. (pause) And
                    it comes with a free hat...
                         (continues quietly to DUANE:)
                    Neckmeat.

Scene 6
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM

          Text on screen reads: "Final Project: The Dramatic Video"

          WILL is writing a script on a notepad, when PAUL sidles up
          to him.

                              PAUL
                    So, uh, do you already have any
                    group members for your dramatic
                    video?

                              WILL
                    Actually, I'm not using anyone from
                    the class for my dramatic.

                              PAUL
                    Why? What's it about?

                              WILL
                    Yeah, I'm gonna keep that to
                    myself. Because, really, the last
                    time you asked me that question,
                    Duane stole my documentary.

                              PAUL
                         (lying badly)
                    I don't think I know anyone named
                    Duane.

          DUANE enters, and sits down beside PAUL.

                              DUANE
                    Hey, Paul.

                              PAUL
                    Hey, Duane.

          WILL stands up and walks away indignantly.

                              PAUL



                    It didn't work.

                              DUANE
                    I noticed. We really need to find
                    out what that movie's about. We
                    need someone who's wise, calm, and
                    knows about the ways of the world.

          DUANE turns his head and looks at something to the left of
          the camera.

                              DUANE
                    And I think I know just the person.

          Zoom out to reveal PEYTON, who is once again jumping in a
          circle whilst wearing a Pook Toque and teddy bear slippers,
          and giggling.

          In unison, DUANE and PAUL nod.

Scene 7
          INT. DAY. HALLWAY OUTSIDE NAGANO'S ROOM – INTERROGATING PEYTON

          PAUL and DUANE walk PEYTON out into the hallway. PAUL stands
          behind PEYTON, creepishly close, and DUANE stands in front
          of her.

                              PAUL
                    So, Peyton. We were wondering...

                              DUANE
                    If by any chance, Will talked to
                    you about his dramatic video.

                              PEYTON
                    Uh... no. Why?

                              DUANE
                    Because he's being an idiot.

                              PAUL
                    What he's *trying* to say is that
                    he won't tell us what his movie's
                    about.

                              PEYTON
                    I don't know... he said it was
                    going to be pretty good though...
                    I'll help you guys find out if you
                    want...
                         (realizes)
                    Wait! I know who to ask. Follow me!

          PEYTON runs off camera. DUANE looks at PAUL, confused. PAUL
          shrugs and they walk off camera.

ACT II
Scene 1

          INT. DAY. BASEMENT - HOWARD'S INTRO

          PAUL, DUANE and PEYTON crawl through the hole, and look
          around. Pan around the rubble to land on the couch, where we
          hear the Tetris theme lightly sung, HOWARD SHNECK is
          obstructed by the couch. From the front, we see HOWARD
          hunched over a 1989 Gameboy, humming the Tetris theme. He
          gets louder, and we cut to the screen of the Gameboy – it is
          off. As we cut back to the front shot, HOWARD continues to
          hum, and makes the line clearing noise. He looks relieved
          and flips the switch. As he sits back on his couch, DUANE
          approaches from behind. We cut back to the shot from behind
          DUANE, PAUL and PEYTON sidle near the camera, moving slower
          than DUANE. DUANE reaches out his hand to touch the couch
          tentatively. HOWARD leaps up angrily, grabbing his egg
          beater for defense and spinning it threateningly. PAUL takes
          off his belt to fight, but PEYTON holds him back.

                              HOWARD
                    Peyton! Did you bring more turkey?

          PEYTON takes out a slice of meat out of her pocket and
          tosses it to HOWARD, who sniffs it happily and stuffs it in
          his pocket. HOWARD nods hello to PAUL and DUANE and tosses
          the egg beater away. He then directs them to the couch.
          PAUL, DUANE and PEYTON sit down on the couch and HOWARD sits
          down on a small metal chair.

                              HOWARD
                    I’m Howard Shneck. I was in the
                    very first year of the Studio
                    program, back in 1997. I finished
                    my PSA, my monologue, my
                    documentary, my promotional video,
                    I was getting a 98 average at
                    mid-term, and then we started the
                    dramatic video. My media logs began
                    to slip, I stopped sleeping, and
                    eventually, on the presentation
                    night, my video was still missing
                    the ending. I couldn’t think of a
                    way to kill the main character. So
                    I escaped to the basement… and I’ve
                    been here ever since.

                              DUANE
                    So how did you survive down here so
                    long?

                              HOWARD
                    Well, I’ve been resourceful. In
                    fact, this couch is made out my own
                    hair.

          DUANE and PEYTON stand up quickly, looking somewhat awkward.
          PAUL pets the arm of the couch.

                              PAUL
                    Hey, this is actually pretty nice.

                              HOWARD
                         (proudly)



                    Best three years I ever spent.

                              DUANE
                    Look, Paul, we didn’t come down
                    here just to deliver pocket meat
                    and sit on a hair couch.

                              HOWARD
                    Ping pong?

                              DUANE
                    What?

                              HOWARD
                    Does it involve ping pong?

                              DUANE
                    Why would it involve ping pong?

                              HOWARD
                    It *usually* involves ping pong.

                              PAUL
                         (to DUANE)
                    He's right, you know.

                              DUANE
                         (angrily)
                    It's not about ping pong!

          PEYTON steps in front of DUANE, and he calms down slightly.

                              PEYTON
                    We’re trying to figure out what one
                    of our classmates is doing for his
                    dramatic video... but he won't tell
                    us.

                              HOWARD
                    Oh. You could always stalk him.

                              PAUL
                         (sarcastically)
                    Oh gee... Why didn't we think of
                    that?

                              DUANE
                         (sincerely)
                    Wait, why didn't we?

Scene 2
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM

          PEYTON is hiding behind a door, peeking out from behind it.
          WILL enters with a camera and tripod and notices PEYTON.
          Subtly, he switches the tapes in the camera and leaves it on
          the table. WILL walks out of the classroom and PEYTON jumps
          out from behind the door and grabs the camera, rewinding it.

          We see the camera’s view screen. WILL (as Can. Soldier) is
          seen on camera with an army uniform on, and a large
          moustache. He looks to be in pain. There is a quick cut to
          WILL (as Ger. Soldier) with a different uniform and thick
          fake eyebrows and glasses.

                              WILL (AS GER. SOLDIER)
                    We’ve gotta work together if we
                    want to get out of this basement.

          Quick cut back to WILL (as Can. Soldier). The moustache has
          changed positions slightly.

                              WILL (AS CAN. SOLDIER)
                    But I’m a Canadian, and you’re a
                    Nazi…

          KOALA PUPPET is thrust on screen.

                              KOALA PUPPET
                    And I'm a Kooo-oala!

          
          The camera screen goes blue for a second and then cuts to a
          shot of a wall.

                              WILL
                         (v/o)
                    Meanwhile, underwater!

          WILL is holding up two pictures of submarines, which he
          brings closer and closer together and starts making gunshot
          and laser noses. A third hand comes on screen with a lighter
          and burns the submarine. WILL makes an explosion noise, and
          voices the screams of the people within the burning
          submarine. The camera screen goes blue for a second and then
          cuts to footage of MR. NAGANO sleeping on his desk. Metallica’s 
          “Enter Sandman” is playing loudly over it. Cut back to PEYTON, 
          who looks confused, and puts down the camera. As she walks away, 
          we still see the footage of NAGANO sleeping on the camera.

Scene 3
          INT. DAY. EDITING SUITE - MARCH OF THE SEAGULLS

          DUANE is watching the screen in the editing suite. We see
          him from behind the computer. PEYTON walks in, and looks at
          DUANE. DUANE is wrapped up in what he’s watching.

                              PEYTON
                    Hey, I think I figured out what
                    Will’s trying to-

                              DUANE
                    Shhh... I found his movie.

          We see the screen of the computer, where WILL is filming
          seagulls and softly narrating.                              

                              WILL
                         (clearly lying)
                    (Ad-lib nature narration)... to
                    seduce their prey, the house hippo.



                              DUANE
                    See?

          PEYTON makes a pained noise, and visibly resists smacking
          DUANE.

                              PEYTON
                    It's a decoy. And not the only
                    one... wherever his footage is,
                    it's not here.

                              DUANE
                    I've seen him in the hallways,
                    maybe it's there.

          PAUL enters.

                              PAUL
                         (frantically)
                    I just saw Will leaving with a
                    camera! If we follow him home,
                    maybe we'll finally find what we're
                    looking for.

          PAUL runs out, followed by PEYTON. DUANE continues to watch
          the seagull narration, and PEYTON re-enters, dragging him
          out of the editing suite.

Scene 4
          INT. DAY. NAGANO'S ROOM - A QUESTION OF PRODUCTIVITY

          The camera follows PEYTON and DUANE as they run from the
          editing suite, past MR. NAGANO, who puts down the book he is
          reading.

                              NAGANO
                    Peyton, Duane... how's that
                    dramatic video coming along?

                              DUANE
                    Uh... uh... uh...

                              PEYTON
                    It's going well... we're actually
                    going to work on it right now. So,
                    we really gotta go.

          PEYTON waves goodbye and leaves, followed awkwardly by
          DUANE. NAGANO opens his mouth to speak, but just rolls his
          eyes, and picks up his book again.

Scene 5
          EXT. DAY. WILL'S HOUSE - BREAKING AND ENTERING

          We open on a shot of the front door, just as WILL walks
          through it. Before it closes, a plank of wood shoots out
          from the left, stopping it. WILL does not notice, and DUANE,
          PEYTON and PAUL leap up, creeping in the door one by one.

          INT. NIGHT. WILL'S HOUSE

          PEYTON, DUANE and PAUL hide themselves, just as WILL walks
          by. The camera follows WILL as he goes upstairs and we time
          lapse from 5 PM to 2 AM. We then pan back down the stairs to
          see PEYTON, DUANE and PAUL  still disguised, but asleep.
          PAUL blinks awake and shakes the other two, motioning for
          them to be quiet.

          They creep up WILL's stairs and creak open his door slowly.
          He is asleep on his bed, TV blaring, as "Hairspray" plays
          through its last song. The DVD cover is clutched in his arms
          as he sleeps.

          PEYTON points to a box marked "Dramatic Video"

                              DUANE
                    Jackpot.

          Suddenly, we hear a cat meow in the background. PAUL's eyes
          narrow suddenly, and he leaves the room quickly and
          silently.

          DUANE and PEYTON open the box, to find about a hundred DVD
          cases throughout it, each blank. PEYTON sighs.

                              PEYTON
                    Crap.

          PAUL walks by in the background, carrying a squirming
          meowing bag, while smiling happily.

          PEYTON reaches in the box.

                              PEYTON
                    Video number one.

          We then see a montage of PEYTON, PAUL and DUANE watching a
          large group of decoy movies. They fall asleep several times
          throughout, and many scenes of classic movies are shown, as
          well as footage of WILL and various other classmates, NAGANO
          and KELLY. Finally, in the morning, on a shot of Casablanca,
          PEYTON stands up and turns off the TV.

                              PEYTON
                    Not a single one was his footage.

          DUANE seems to realize something, and holds up a hand to
          quiet PEYTON.

                              DUANE
                         (to PAUL)
                    Wait a second... Where's the cat?

                              PAUL
                         (calm, quick)
                    Internet.

          WILL begins rolling over and wakes up, looking directly at
          PAUL, PEYTON and DUANE.



                              WILL
                    Guys, what are you doing in my
                    bedroom?

          PAUL looks around for a reason to be there, and notices an
          empty fish tank.

                              PAUL
                    So, I, uh, see you like fish.

                              WILL
                         (deadpan)
                    No.

                              PAUL
                    Ah. (pause) Well. (pause) Goodbye.

          PAUL, PEYTON and DUANE rush out of the room, and WILL opens
          the Hairspray case, taking out a blank DVD, and placing it
          in a computer.

                              WILL
                    Well, back to work.

Scene 6
          EXT. DAY. WILL'S HOUSE - PENULTIMALICIOUS

          PAUL, PEYTON and DUANE walk out of WILL'S house and sit down
          outside, looking defeated.

                              PAUL
                         (sarcastically)
                    Well, that was productive.

                              DUANE
                    No it wasn't.. are you kidding me?
                    We just wasted an entire night
                    watching clipped footage from
                    Casablanca forty-seven times.

                              PAUL
                    No, maybe not. I have an idea.
                    (ad-lib ridiculous evil plan)

          PEYTON and DUANE ignore it, and continue to look defeated,
          into the distance.

                              PEYTON
                    You realize that with all the time
                    we spent on trying to figure out
                    Will's movie, we could have made a
                    great movie ourselves.

          PAUL and DUANE ignore her, and continue to look defeated,
          into the distance. Suddenly, DUANE looks happy, and excited.
          He jumps up, followed by the other two.

                              DUANE
                    I've got it! We'll switch the disks
                    on Presentation Night! The techies
                    will put the disk in, and then
                    instead of Will's movie, it plays
                    Monty Python or something.

          PEYTON raises an eyebrow skeptically and walks away. PAUL
          puts his hand on DUANE'S shoulder and they walk away in the
          other direction.

ACT III
Scene 1

          INT. DAY. CAFETERIA STAGE - PRESENTATION NIGHT

          The screen reads Presentation Night on a black background,
          as triumphant music plays. We fade into the stage, where we
          see LEVI and MORGAN practicing their emceeing speeches. We
          see a shot of NAGANO and GORDO setting up the sound system.

          We see PAUL about to set up a light. He turns to MICHAEL,
          and hands it to him.

                              PAUL
                    Can you hold this for a minute?
                    I'll be right back.

          PAUL exits the cafeteria, while MICHELLE stands there,
          holding the light.

Scene 2
          INT. DAY. BASEMENT - PEYTON BRINGS MORE FOOD

          PEYTON crawls through the hole, holding a sandwich. She
          walks around and looks throughout the rubble, but HOWARD is
          clearly not there.

                              PEYTON
                    Howard? Where are you?
                         (to herself)
                    I don't think he's ever left the
                    building in the last eleven
                    years... where is he?

          PEYTON walks by his couch, and notices something. She walks
          over and picks up the KOALA PUPPET. She realizes the
          significance.

                              PEYTON
                         (to herself)
                    And I'm a Kooo-ala.

          PEYTON runs towards the exit, but it is locked. She sighs,
          and sits down, eating the sandwich, and thinking about a way
          to escape.

Scene 3
          INT. NIGHT. CAFETERIA - PRESENTATION NIGHT

          Presentation night has begun. MICHELLE is still holding the
          stage light, looking impatient. A movie is already playing
          on screen.



          We cut to a shot of PAUL sitting in the audience contently,
          as DUANE sits beside him, looking out of breath and nervous.

                              PAUL
                    Did you switch the disks?

                              DUANE
                    Yeah. Whole thing's good to go.

          The movie ends, and everybody stands up and claps. We see
          this from the seat beside PAUL and DUANE. Cut to a shot of
          LEVI and MORGAN taking the stage, who begin to ad-lib
          emceeing.

          NAGANO sits down behind PAUL and DUANE, and leans in.

                              NAGANO
                         (sincerely)
                    Hey, guys... it's all looking good.
                    I can't wait to see how your final
                    video turned out.

          PAUL and DUANE suddenly look panicked. NAGANO pats them both
          on the shoulder and stands up, walking away.

                              DUANE
                    Oh man, we're screwed!

                              PAUL
                    How could we forget to make our
                    *own* movie?!

                              DUANE
                    Where's Peyton? This is all *her*
                    fault.

          Cut quickly to a shot of PEYTON in the basement, still
          eating the sandwich, and thinking.

          Cut back to DUANE and PAUL, who are still freaking out.

                              MORGAN
                    And now, from Will Collins, his
                    dramatic video, "The Passport"

          Cut back to the podium, and MORGAN and LEVI walk off the
          stage. The lights darken and the screen reads "WILL COLLINS
          PRESENTS".

          WILL sits down in the audience beside PAUL, smiling. We pan
          across to see PAUL who looks exasperated. PAUL spins to
          DUANE, who looks confused.

                              PAUL
                    I thought you said you switched the
                    disks!

                              DUANE
                    I switched *somebody's* disks...

                              WILL
                         (v/o)
                    Meanwhile, in Germany!

          Quick cut to a GERMAN REPORTER with subtitles.

                              SUBTITLES
                    Despite efforts from police, the
                    farmer continued to whittle his
                    figurines. We now go to footage
                    from the scene.

          The "Fish slapping dance" from Monty Python appears on
          screen and the subtitles get angrier and censored, with many
          exclamation points.

          Quick cut back to the doors of the cafeteria, just as PEYTON
          enters, covered in dust, and holding the KOALA PUPPET. She
          looks up at the screen.

          Onscreen, WILL (as Herschel Denim) is watching a bright TV
          in a dark room. He writes down notes as he watches them.

                              WILL
                         (v/o)
                    For three years, I've been
                    searching. And now that I've
                    finally got them, it's my move...
                    and if I don't move quickly, I'm
                    going to run out of time.

          We see what he is watching - the footage is of PEYTON and
          PAUL plotting something.

          We then see PAUL turn to WILL in the audience. DUANE leans
          in front of PAUL, to talk to WILL.

                              DUANE
                    How did you-

                              WILL
                    Shh! This is my favorite part.

                              WILL
                         (onscreen v/o)
                    For three years, I waited for that
                    code-word... that one little
                    phrase.

          DUANE stands awkwardly in WILL'S bedroom, as we see the line
          from inside Will’s House from a different angle.

                              DUANE
                    So, I, uh, see you like fish.

          Onscreen, WILL rises from his seat and throws on his jacket,
          running out of the room.

                              WILL
                         (onscreen v/o)



                    I had planned it all out. But I had
                    never expected this.

          We see the back door of the cafeteria open, as HOWARD enters
          slowly and quietly, bundled up, and hiding his face. He is
          recognizable by the 1989 Gameboy in his hand.

          We see the screen once more, and WILL is entering a dark
          room tentatively with a flashlight. He spins a seat around
          to reveal HOWARD, dressed in a business suit, twirling a golf club.

                              HOWARD
                    So you've finally got me, Denim.

                              WILL
                    George, you should have quit the
                    game while you were still ahead.

                              HOWARD
                    And the same to you.

          Suddenly, WILL hits the ground, choking.

                              WILL
                    For three years I had planned it
                    all out... but I had never expected
                    this.

          We see HOWARD in the audience. He has removed parts of his
          disguise and is mouthing along with the words of the movie.

                              HOWARD
                    Three years breathing in that same
                    air, that same poison as it killed
                    you slowly. The devotion you held
                    so dear...

          WILL rolls over, and stops moving.

                              HOWARD
                    Goodbye, Herschel.

          HOWARD stands up and walks out of the room. We then see a
          shot of HOWARD, walking out of a classroom, and we fade to
          see DUANE and PAUL walking in, laughing. Fade to black on
          the screen and the audience applauds.

          During the applause, PEYTON walks over to HOWARD and shakes
          his hand.

                              HOWARD
                    Eleven years in the making... and I
                    finally finished it.

          They watch the audience clap from the back of the room.

                              MORGAN
                    Everybody involved in that movie,
                    come on up. Will, Duane, Paul,
                    Peyton.

          WILL, DUANE, PAUL and PEYTON walk up to the stage, as HOWARD
          leaves through the side door, waving to the group as he
          walks away.

                              DUANE
                         (quietly to Will)
                    Good job... neckmeat.

          LEVI applauds them again, and we see PEYTON and DUANE
          bowing. We then cut to a shot of WILL turning to PAUL, who
          is somewhat ignoring him.

                              WILL
                    Paul...
                         (cut to black)
                    Where's my cat?

FIN.
CAST LIST 

OF THE SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCT
Will Collins – W. Ryan Clermont
Duane Castortroy – Alex Saunders

Paul Oswald – Cameron Beattie-Burley
Peyton Vandercamp – Trish Jennett
Howard Shneck – Kevin M. Johnston

Mr. Nagano – Dave Axford
Morgan – Morgan Halverson
Michelle – Lizzy Forbes
Koala – Sydney the Koala

Angry German – Morgan Halverson

(In this final product, Gordo and Levi were not shown, and Kelly’s lines were replaced by 
Nagano.)


